In this paper, two designs of bandstop filters are presented and implemented, each one composed of a coplanar waveguide loaded with a resonator. The first design has a structure with circular resonators, and the second design is a frequency reconfigurable filter with a rectangular spiral resonator and PIN diodes. The designs are based on the use of metamaterial to create notch filters for microwave applications. The Nicolson-Ross-Weir method, used to extract the refractive index, is also described to highlight the supernatural electromagnetic characteristic of metamaterials. From the simulation results, the filters exhibit high frequency selectivity via the presence of reflection zeros. In addition, for one or two rejection bands to isolate the WiFi band in a wireless communication system (depending on states of PIN diodes, small dimension, and low in-band insertion loss of better than 1 dB), the bandpass response could be dynamically tuned to different frequency bands and achieve good out-of-band suppression and linearity. The experimental results of the proposed structures are reported; the extracted data are also compared with simulation results, revealing good agreement.
Introduction
The basic structures of metamaterials feed a promising technological alternative aiming to meet new constraints of miniaturization and radio-electric performance reconfigurable systems at a low cost [1] . In fact, metamaterials are an artificial periodic metallo-dielectric pattern at a scale smaller than the wavelength with inaccessible electromagnetic properties [2] in nature. The proposed study is based on the approach of resonant-type transmission lines, where it can be realized by loading a host line with a split ring resonator (SRR) and inductive shunt elements [3] [4] [5] , or alternatively by loading a host line with a complementary split ring resonator (CSRR) and capacitive elements in series [6] [7] [8] . The SRR has wide application prospects in filters, directional couplers, compact phase shifters, and other passive components [9] [10] [11] [12] . Several geometric shapes for SRRs (circular, square, triangular) have been investigated [13] [14] [15] [16] . The conventional procedure to extract the effective parameters of the refractive index "n" is based on the Nicolson-Ross-Weir (NRW) [17, 18] . This method relies on the inversion of the Fresnel formulas of return loss (S 11 ) and insertion loss (S 21 ) [19] . The main purpose * Correspondence: belkadi_bachir@yahoo.fr This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.
of this contribution is to study the agility of metamaterial RSR cells. The agility technique studied was based on the loading of the cell by active electronic elements located in suitable positions according to an optimal electromagnetic topography [20, 21] . In this context, a novel methodological approach was developed for the design of a reconfigurable RSR filter loaded by PIN diodes [22] [23] [24] . Moreover, an RSR was performed for showing the agility of the filter since it has a better performance and selectivity compared to other forms. It is worth mentioning that the work reported earlier covers only the reconfigurable filters with a single function only (filter with single-band-rejection or dual-band-rejection). However, in this work, both functions are combined in the same reconfigurable filter while controlling the creation of single-band-rejection and dual-band-rejection by an electrical command of PIN diode state (ON/OFF). To validate the proposed structure, the design of a bandstop filter with tunable notch bands (to minimize the interference with WLAN systems) is presented. Comparisons between all results that derived from the full wave simulations, the experimental results, the synthesis, and the analysis of the equivalent circuit are given. The obtained results verified the band rejection with low-loss characteristics. The propagation characteristics of the proposed structures by the analysis of the dispersion relation are discussed in Section 3. From the equivalent circuit of the unit cell (shown in Figure 3a) , the series impedance, the shunt admittance, and the dispersion relation are extracted using the approach reported in [25] . L and C are the per-unit inductance and capacitance of the CPW line. The circular SRR and RSR on the top are modeled as parallel resonant circuits, with inductance L SRR and capacitance C SRR . The SRR and RSR on the top are inductively coupled to the line through a mutual inductance ( L M ). The circuit can be simplified through the equivalent impedance of the mutual inductance, as illustrated in Figure 3b . Here, from the equivalent circuit: 
Analysis of the proposed structures
For the shunt admittance Y sh :
The dispersion relation is obtained by:
Here, ω 0 is the resonant frequency of the SRRs, ω is the angular frequency, and β is the propagation constant for Bloch waves. From the dispersion relations, it can be seen that the structure shows the one band-stop property in the vicinity of ω 0 . (7)), which shows that the structure is a filter with single-band-rejection.
Results and discussion
The simulated and measured results are obtained by using HFSS V13 software and Anritsu VNA, 8719ES, respectively. Figures 5 and 6 show ''S 11 , S 21 " and the refractive index n of the SRR and RSR structures.
The simulated results (Figures 5a and 6a) show that there are transmission zeros (one-band-rejection) at the resonant frequencies of 5.8 GHz at -20.95 dB and of 2.39 GHz at -14.80 dB, the maximum attenuations of |S 11 | are approximately 39 dB at 5.34 GHz and approximately 20.80 dB at 2.66 GHz, and the insertion losses in the passband are less than -1 dB for the SRR and RSR structures, respectively. The refractive index is negative around the resonant frequency (Figures 5b and 6b) . By reversing the formulas cited below, it can be seen that it is possible to obtain the NRW expressions to extract the sign of the refractive index in the HFSS simulator; the value of n is deduced from the thickness of the simulated layer d and the coefficients of transmission S 21 and reflection S 11 ( k 0 = ω/c is the wave number of the incident wave):
The simulated and measured values of the transmission and reflection coefficient results (Figures 5a and 6a) showed good agreement. The quality factor is a very important parameter in filter design [27] . The quality factor is the ratio between the resonant frequency f 0 and the bandwidth (BW = F 2 -F 1 ), as expressed below:
F 1 and F 2 are the frequency bandwidths taken at -3 dB. The quality factor of the proposed bandstop SRR filter is Q = 28.14, and that for the RSR is Q = 35.77. Table 1 summarizes the bandstop filter simulation results based on the resonant approach, where the coplanar waveguide is loaded with four different shapes of SRRs (circular, spiral, square, and triangular). It can be concluded that the spiral structure has better selectivity compared to the other filters, with a very narrow bandwidth of 0.066 GHz.
Tunable stopband filter metamaterial using a rectangular spiral resonator
The aim of this part is to show that it is possible to control the agility of the resonant frequency of the spiral cell and to change the function of the filter via an electrical command. The behavior of the band rejection around the resonant frequency of the metamaterial cell is controlled by PIN diodes, which are placed in regions capable of exciting an electrical resonance mode; the topography of the ⃗ E field in Figure 7 enables the PIN diodes to be located in these regions. By definition, the PIN diode operates as a variable resistor at RF and microwave frequencies and it is controlled mainly by its bias voltage [28] . A direct-polarized PIN diode offers extremely low impedance;
however, when it is polarized in the reverse direction, it offers very high impedance with a very low capacity. The RSR metamaterial filter is dimensioned to have a resonance at approximately 2.4 GHz. The configuration and the fabricated circuit of the bandstop filter based on a CPW line loaded with two RSR cells and two PIN diodes are illustrated in Figure 8a and Figure 8b , respectively. The results of the S-parameters (Figures 9a-9d) show a behavior of a bandstop filter and agility in the resonant frequency depending on the presence/absence of a perfect electrical conductor that represents the ON/OFF states of the PIN diodes. To allow the filter operating in its basic state, it is necessary to deactivate at the same time the two PIN diodes D 1 and D 2 (OFF state), resulting in a single band rejection filter at the frequency of 2.4 GHz (Figure 9a ). The following table (Table 2 ) lists all states of the diode combination.
The design, the optimization of the parameters, and the simulated results of the metamaterial filter are all performed using HFSS software [29] . Figure 9 shows the simulated and measured S 11 and S 21 for the spiral Table 2 ). However, in the case where the two PIN diodes are activated (filter state 4), it can be noted that the device acts as a filter with single-band-rejection and the resonant frequency is shifted to 4.75 GHz compared to the state of the filter with D 1 and D 2 deactivated (where the rejection band is 2.4 GHz). Table 2 summarizes also the performance over the operating resonant frequency. The simulated and measured S-parameter results showed good agreement for all states of the PIN diodes.
In the case where one of the two diodes in the filter is ON and the others are OFF (filter state 2 and filter state 3), the entire equivalent circuit of the unit cell includes all the capacitive and inductive components
to eliminate the parasitic effects when polarizing the PIN diode as shown in Figures 10a and  10b , where:
and
ω 1 and ω 2 are the resonant frequencies of the RSR and the RSR with the PIN diode in the ON state, respectively. The PIN diode is characterized by inductance L D and capacitance C D . Thus, the following dispersion relation can be obtained:
From the dispersion relations, we can see the structure acts as a dual-band-rejection filter in the vicinity of ω 1 and ω 2 . The simulated (S-parameters with ADS schematic and HFSS simulators in Figure 11 ) and theoretical results (dispersion relation in Eq. (13)) showed good agreement, where the structure loaded with PIN diode can operate as a dual-band-rejection filter.
Conclusion
This paper presented a new technique for a frequency reconfigurable compact CPW metamaterial bandstop filter based on PIN diodes. The compactness and selectiveness of this filter was achieved by using SRR or RSR printed on a CPW transmission line. The proposed structures were designed and validated by measurements. For the structures without a PIN diode, the simulated results showed that the filter has a good band rejection property with a double negative characteristic. Both types of filter have transmission zeros, at 5.8 GHz and 2.4 GHz, and the quality factors are 28.14 and 35.77 for the SRR circular and RSR filters, respectively. In the reconfigurable structures with PIN diodes, the RSR filter can be successfully operated as a single-band-rejection or dual-band-rejection filter according to the ON/OFF state of the combinations of PIN diodes. The maximum linear dimension of the filter is roughly 0.08λ 0 − 0.033λ 0 . These band-rejection filters are suitable for isolation in the WiFi band frequency in wireless communication systems. 
